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Engagement Scope

Cisco Secure Workload (CSW) xAdopt
The Cisco Secure Workload (CSW) xAdopt engagement follows our proven 
methodology to guide companies through their digital initiatives.  We provide 
services that drive outcomes and ensure adoption on the journey to innovation.

• List of workshop attendees and logistics
• PDF version of key presentation(s)
• White-board session snapshot (if any)
• Configuration snapshot of modelled app
• Completed CSAT questionnaire (if provided)
• Exported Policy (JSON) of modeled app
• Segmentation Roadmap and Recommendations

xentaurs.com

The final deliverable is a findings readout which highlights key capabilities enabled by CSW’s 24x7 data 
collection and real-time analytics, as well as recommendations and proposed next steps.

The analysis phase provides a deeper look into current policy set and categorizes flows. Xentaurs will meet 
with the application owners to review the categorized flows and discuss further refinement

Xentaurs conducts an interactive workshop, remote or onsite, that provides an overview of the Cisco CSW 
platform architecture and use cases. Exercises will help document architecture and business requirements.

Each xAdopt engagement begins with a project team meeting to validate customer goals, ensure all pre-work 
is complete, and define logistics for the interactive workshop.

Kick off the project with customer and Cisco teams. Review scope, expectations, and deliverables. Ensure the 
proper stakeholders are involved and define logistics for the interactive workshop.

The Build & Discovery phase covers scopes, annotations, inventory filters, integrations, and application 
workspaces as well as running ADMs for initial policy creation while refining and validating white list policy. 
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Xentaurs is the premiere digital 
technology consultancy and services 
integrator for enterprise customers. 
With a focus on Infrastructure as 
Code, Security, Software-Defined 
Architectures, and Cloud platforms, 
Xentaurs offers strategy, integration, 
and enablement to make digital 
business transformation a reality and 
empower the IT channel. To learn 
more visit xentaurs.com.

Deliverables

Application Modeling, 1 Application, 1 Environment, and up to 
150 Workloads.
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